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 Abstract 
           It is well known that very remarkable and characteristic pulsations are usually 
     recorded on the induction magnetometer at the time of p.s.c. disturbance. Pulsations 
     named Pu's by G. Billaud [1] arc especially distinguished on the record of induction 
     magnetometer. We have picked up Pu's from the records of induction magnetometer 
     obtained at Onagawa Magnetic Observatory  O.-141°27'5E  yz)  =38°26'3Ngeomagnetic 
     A=207°49' geomagnetic  ,P=28°19'N), and have examined the diurnal variation of 
     frequency of occurrence, of the vector of the  disturbing forces, and the frequency 
     of period of these rapid pulsations. 
1 Introduction 
   T.  Terada  [2] and G.  Angenheister [3] noticed already that the characteristic 
damped pulsations are often recorded on the rapid run magnetographs, especially at 
night times. This phenomenon attract many reserchers' attention recently.  J. Bartels 
detects that phenomena which marked as sc's at  TromsO do not  allways appear as 
 se's at lower latitude stations, e.g., at  LovO or Wingst, but recorded as rapid 
pulsations accompanying the beginning part of bay like disturbance. These rapid 
pulsations are called polar or pulsational sudden commencements (p. s. c.)  [4]. 
   This definition of p.s.c., however, is not clear. Because of ambiguity of the 
criterion how to discriminate bay like disturbance, identification of p.s.c. is rather 
unclear. But we can identify the small rapid pulsation on the record of induction 
magnetometer observed at Onagawa Magnetic Observatory at the time when the 
p.s.c. pulsation observed at any magnetic observatory in the world which is listed in 
 IATME Bulletin. 
2 Two Distinguished Types of Rapid Pulsation p.s.c. in the Record of 
  Induction Magnetometer 
 IATME Bulletin [51 tabulates the times of occurence of p.s.c. pulsations which 
observed at the magnetic observatories  in the world, the situation of these fifty five 
observatories are shown in Fig. 1.
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                      Fig. 1. Distribution of magnetic observatories 
   We examined the records of induction magnetometer of Onagawa Magnetic 
Observatory at the time when listed in these tables, and found the characteristic 
pulsations occur  allways on the records of the induction magnetometer. 
   Two types are especially distinguished as shown in Fig. 2A and Fig. 2B. The 
former is nearly beautiful sinusoidal damped oscillation and is the same type as named 
Pu by G. Billaud. Usually we observe more complicated type of oscillation. Notwith-
standing we can  allways observe the rapid pulsation on the record of induction 
magnetometer at the time when p.s.c. pulsations are observed at the magnetic 
observatories in the world. 
3 Observations of  p.s.c.'s at  Onagawa 
   Pulsations obtained by the induction magnetometer at Onagawa Magnetic 
Observatory during the year 1953 at those times which were listed in JATME 
Bulletin as the  occur,  nce time of p.s.c. pulsation are classified into the following five 
groups. 
   1st group Beautiful oscillations such like as Pu pulsations. 
   2nd group Pulsations of which main pulses are undoubtly of Pu but have 
       unclear commencement. And pulsations of type Fig. 2B are also contained.
   3rd group Pulsations of diffused, unclear type. 
   4th group p.s.c. pulsations which were listed in IATME Bulletin, but can not 
       be identified as the characteristic pulsations on the inductuon magnetometer
       at Onagawa Magnetic Observatory. 
   5th group Pulsations which are overlapped by other type oscillations and 
 difficult  to identify as  p.s.c.. The  last  one in Fig. 3 is one of  such examples.
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 Table. 1. 
                                         Geograpfic Geomagnetic 
                 Observatory 
                              Lat. Long. Lat.  Long . 
 T  r  Tromsf5 69 40 18 57 67.1 116 .7   S
o Sodankyla 67 22 26 39 63.8 120 .0 
 Co College 64 52 212 10 64.5 255 .4 
 Do Dombas 62 04 9 07  62.3 100 .0  L
e Lerwick 60 08 358 49 62.5 88.6 
 Lo  Love, 59 21 17 50 58.1  105 .8  Si Sitk
a 57 04 224 40 60 .0 275.4 
 Rs Rude Skov 55 51 12 27 55.8 98 .5   E
s  Eskdalemuir 55 19 356 48 58.5 82 .9 
 Me Meanook 54 37 246 40 61 .8 301.0 
 Wn Wingst 53 45 9 04 54.5 94 .0 
 Wi Witteveen 52 49 6 40 54 .2 91.0  S
w Swider 52 07 21 15  50.6 104 .0 
 Ni Niemeg 52 04 12 40 52 .2 96.5 
 Gt  Gerttingen 51 33 9 58 52.3 94 .7  Ab Abi
nger 51 11 359 37 54 .0 83.3 
 Ma Manhay 50 18 5 41 52 .0 88.8  P
r Pruhonice 49 59 14 33 50 .1  97.5 
 Fu  Fiirstenfeldbruck 48 10 11 17 48 .9 92.4   CF  Ch
ambon-la-Foret 48 01 2 16 50.4 83 .9  Hb H
urvanovo 47 54 18 12 47 .1 99.8 
 Na Nantes 47 15 358 27 50.5 80 .1  A
g Agincourt 43 47 280 44 55.0 347.0 
 IK Istanbul-Kandilli 41 04 29 04 38 .5 107.5 
 Eb Ebro 40 49 0 30 43.9  79.7 
 Ci Coimbra 40 13 351 35 44 .8  71.3  T
i . Toledo 39 53 355 57 43.6  75 .7   Ch Ch
eltenham 38 44 283 10 50 .1 350.5 
 SM San Miguel 37 46 334 21 45 .6 50.9 
  SF San Fernando 36 28 353 48 41.0 71 .3  K
a Kakioka 36 14 140 11 26 .0 206.0  K
s Ksara 33 50 35 54 30 .4 112.0 
 Tu. Tucson 32 15 249 10 40 .4 312.2  Q
u Quetta 30 11 66 57 21 .6 139.7  H
e  Helwan 29 52 31 20 27.2 106.4 
 Ta Tamanrasset 22 48 5 31 25 .4 80.6  H
o Honolulu 21 18 201 54 21.1 266 .5 
 Te Teoloyucan 19 45 260 49 29 .6 327.1 
 Al Alibag 18 38 72 52 9.5 143 .6  SJ S
an Juan 18 23 293 53 29 .9 3.2 
 MB Mbour 14 24 343 03 21 .3 55.0 
 Ba Bangui 4 36 18 35 4 .6 88.6 
 Bi Binza 4 23 15 16 3.4  83 .2  El Eli
sabethville 11 39 27 28 12.7 94.1 
 Hu Huancayo 12 03 284 40 0 .6 353.8  A
p Apia 13 48 188 40 16.0 260.2  T
n Tananarive 18 55 47 33 23 .7 112.5  V
a Vassouras 22 54 316 21 11.9 23 .9  W
a Watheroo 30 19 115 53 41 .8 185.6  Pi 
Pilar 31 40 296 07 20 .2 4.0  H
r Hermanus 34 26 19 14 33 .7  81.7  T
o Toolangi 37 32 145 28 46 .7 220.8 
 Am Amberley 43 09 172 43 47 .7 252.5 
 HI Heard Island 53 02 73 22 61 .2 129.9   MI  
Macqarie Islnd 54 30 158 57  61 .1 243.1 
   It ma.y be noticed that only 4% of the whole belong to the 4th group , while the 
3rd and the 5th groups are usually experienced at the time interval from 05h to  10h 
L.M.T. (cf. Table 2).
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                     Two distinguished types of p s. c. pulsations 
        Every time used in Fig's 2 and 3 is expressed in 135°E local mean time 
                            (Japanese Standard Time). 
                                            Fig. 3. 
 1st Group 3rd Group 
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- 
: 
       13d 021i  20m,  Feb.,  1953 
                                                 08d  10h  26m,  Feb., 1953 
 F 
      02d 05h  55m,  Mar  , 1953                                                Sism: 
                                                 28d 05h 58m, Feb., 1953 
• 
                                                          ,: 
 e"'  ,„  'tit% 
     03d  11h 14m,  Dec  , 1953  31d04h 49m, Oct., 1953 
                           Classification of p.s c. pulsations
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                         Table.  2. Classification of p.s.c pulsutions 
   J.S.T. 1st group  2nd group  3rd gruop 4th gruop 5th  graop Total 
12  J 4 4 
13 1 1 1 3 
14 1 1 
    15 
16 2 2 
    17 
18 1  i 1 
19 1 1 
20  1 1 4 1 6 
21  1  i 1 2 
22  i  3 3 
23 2 1 1 4 
 00 1 
01 4 1 1 6 
02 3 6 10 19 
 03 8 8 10 2 1 29 
 04 1 12 16 2 3 34 
 05 2 5 23 2 2 34 
 06 6 13 1 6 26 
 07 1 I 3 14 1 6 25 
 08 i 5 16 2 23 
 09 2 18 1 5 26 
10 2 6 2 10 
11 1 3 3 2 9 
     27 55 143 12                              32 269 
4 World-wide Character of Occurrence of p.s.c. Pulsations 
    We checked the geographical distribution of the  stations in which the p. s. c. 
pulsations were recorded at the times when the 1-st group pulsations were recorded 
              Table.  3.* World wide character of occurrence of  p.s.c. pulsations 
 Li  Mi  R,  L,  M,  R  L,  Ma  R  L4  .M4  R4 
  Jan.  06d  14h  58m**I (_-)  x  l  0  0  I  0 x  0  0 0 x x x  Feb.  16d  16h  12m  0  x  j  0 0  n 0 0 0 x x x x 
 18d17h46m  0 x x 0 0 x  0 ? x x x x 
 20d  17h  25m  0 x x  00 x 0 ?  x  x  x  x 
 21d  19h  05m  0 x x  0  0  0  0  x  0x  xx 
 Apr.  30d  16h  24m  0  ,  x x  0  0 x 0 ? x x 0 x 
 June  15d  13h  09m ? x  0 0 0 x x  0 0 x  C) x 
 21d18h05m  0 .x  x  0 ?  x 0 0 x x x  x 
 Aug.05d18h58m  CID.x x  0 ? x 0 0 x x x x 
 Sept. 23d  16h  10m  0!xix 0 0  x 0  0  x  x  x  x 
 Oct.  Old  12h  1  lm  0  x'  x  C)  0 x 0  0 x x  0  x 
 03d  231145m  0  xlx  0 x x 0 x  I x  ix x x 
 04d  20h  27m  0 x  ! x  0  0  x  0  0 x  I x  x x 
 06d  18h  40m  0  xj000 ?  000  x  x  x 
 24d  13h  Olm  0  x!  0 0 0  C) 0 0  x  j  x  0 x 
 26d  18h  18m.  0,xj0  0  0 x 0 0  0Jx  x  x 
 27d  18h  56m  0  '  x1x  0  x  x  0  x  x x x x 
 Nov.  Old  18h  05m 0  . x! x  0 x  0  0 0  0  ,  x x x  06d  13h  29m  0  ; x  I  0  C)  0 x  0  0  x  j  x  0  x 
 07d  20h  20m  0:xjx  0  0  x 0 0 x  Ix x  x 
 09d  22h  32rn  0 x  ; x  0 x  0  0 x x  1 x x x 
 lld  14h  Olm  0 x  j  0  C)  0 x  0 0 x  x  0 x 
    21d18h57m  0>(‹ 0 x x  °  x  xlx x x 
 Dec.  12d  15h  08m  0 x;x  0  0  0  0  0 x jx  x x 
 13d  18h  37m  0 xjx  0 x x  0  x  xjx x x 
 14d  16h  50m  0  x,x  0  0 x  0  ?  xix x x 
 17d  1511  5m  0  1  x  1  x  0  0 x   0  0  i  0  j  x x  x. 
     * At these 27 times clear Pu's were observed at Onagawa . 
       Results in column  M2 were obtained from observations at Kakioka and Honolulu. 
    ** in G .M.T.
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on the induction magnetograph at Onagawa. 
   Results are shown in the Table 3. and the Fig. 4 
   We divided the area of the world into twelve sections marked by  L1,  1,2,  .  .  .  .  R4 as 
shown in Fig. 1. Fifty-five observatories are distributed in one of the above 
mentioned sections. 
   If one observatory at least in a section observed a p.s.c. pulsation, the section 
containing that observatory is marked with 0 and if no observatory observed p.s.c., 
the section is marked by x and if it is ambiguous, the section is marked by ?. 
 It is a remarkable fact as shown in the Table 3, that the geographical distribution 
of occurrence of p.s.c. is considerably great. One of the greatest p.s.c.'s, Jan. 06d 14h 
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               Fig. 4a. World wide character of  occurence of p.s.c. pulsations 
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              Fig. 4b. World wide character of occurrence of  p.s.c. pulsations 
                               Nov., 21d 18h 57m, 1953 
58m* (1953), occurs simultaneously in the world. The smallest one, Nov. 21d 18h 
57m** (1953), is semi-world wide one. (In the hatched and dotted sections, the above 
mentioned p.s.c.'s were observed) 
5 General Aspects of the Mode of Oscillation of  p.s.c,'s in the  Ioduction 
 Magnetograph. 
   We picked up 93 examples of Pu's from the records of induction magnetometer 
during the period from Jan. 1954 to May 1955. Besides these we picked up 362 
examples of Ps pulsations during the same period. Ps pulsation is similar to Pu 
pulsation but is overlapped by short period and small amplitude fluctuations. 
   * **  G.  M.  T.
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    Usually, the mode of oscillation of  dH/dt,  dD  /dt and  dZ  /dt of these pulsations 
are similar to each other. Particullary the mode of oscillation of vertical component 
 dZ  dt is quite simillar to that of horizontal component  di/dt. 
    Sometimes we observe the mode of oscillation of  E--W component  dD  /dt which is 
not similar to that of other components. 
 Fig. 5. 
•-•  I 
 E:-  W 
        15d 02h  14m*, Feb., 1955  16d  I  lh  24m*, Apr., 1955 
 Unparailei behaviour of E-W component 
 *in J . S.  T.  (135°E  ]ocal mean time) 
    But if we notice only the early two or three pulses, the mode of oscillation is 
quite similar and the phase difference between  dH/dt  and  dD/dt has frequently the 
values either 0 or  n. Such cases are found almost half of the whole. 
6 Frequency of Occurrence of p.s.c.  Pulsations 
    Dependence of frequency of occurrence upon the local mean time is shown in Fig.6. 
It is found that Pu and Ps pulsations occur most frequently at 22h L.M.T. and 21h. 
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                      Fig. 6. Frequency of occurrence of p.s.c. pulsations
It is a remarkable and interesting fact that the frequency of occurrence of Pu and Ps 
pulsations (that is  p.s.c. pulsations) show  L.M.T. dependence in spite of world wide
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 character of their occurrence. 
             Table 4. Local time dependence of character of p.s.c. pulsations. 
           Type Azimuth Rotation Sense complicated
pulsations  J
.S.T.  ______-_,  -  —  , Total 
         Pu Ps Total  jg  I  N-S Total  C,  0 Total Comp-acicecnit-Total 
 12  1  3  4  3  3  1  1  4 
 13  1  1  1  1  1 
 14  1  1  1 
 15  4  4  1  1  2  2  1  1  4 
 16 
 17  2  4  6  2  2  2  2  4  6 
 18  1  16  17  10  10  3  1  4  3  3  17 
 19  6  14  20  11  11  6  1  7  2  2  20 
  20 5 33 38 2 23 25 6 2 8 3 3 6 38 
  21 15 54 69 2 37 1 40 11 4 15 6 7 13 69 
  22 25 47 72 4 27 1 32 11 8 19 11 10 21 72 
  23 16 40 56 7 14 7 28 13 6 19 6 3 9 56 
  00 10 34 44 12 6 1 19 4 9 13 8 4 12 44 
  01 4 31 35 8 2 2 12 2 15 17 4 2 6 35 
  02 4 29 33 12 3 1 15 1 9 10 2 5 7 33 
 03 1 16 17 9 1 1  11 1 5 6 1 1 17 
 04  1  12  13 5 5  4  2  6 1 1 2 13 
 05  1  9  10  2  3 5  2  1  3 1 1 2 10 
 06 4 4  1  1 2 1 1 1 1 4 
07 1 1 1 1 1 
08 1 1 1 
09 1 1 1 1 1 
 10  1  2 3 1 1 1 1 2 2 3 
 11 5 5 3 3 1 1 2 5 
        93 362 455  1 64 148 15 227  I 69 68 137 51 40 91  455 
7 Frequency of Period of  Pulsations 
    We read the time interval between maxima or minima of  adjacent pulses. In our 
case the term  `,`period" has the above 
meaning.  Relative  treguency 
    Period of overlapped small, rapid 
oscillations are not included. 
    It  is found that the period from 
32 sec. to 65 sec. is most frequently 
observed as shown in Fig. 7. 
8 Azimuth of  Disturving Vector 
    As already described in 5, the       ,_... III' phase difference between E-W com-  ponent and N-S component are usually  0 or  7r. This means that the distur- bance vector describes a linear oscilla-                 L — 
 tion.  According to our study, the  10  21  32  63 54 6.5 76  47  98 /09 
 Period  (sec) disturbing vector f the pulsation 
 which. occurs before midnight lies in Fig. 7. Frequency of occurrence of period
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the quadrant I (in Fig. 9) in the 84 % proportion of the whole and that which  occurs 
after midnight lies in the quadorant II in the 66% proportion of the whole. (Fig. 8) 
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 Fig,  8.. Local time dependence of the number of pulsations whose  azimuthes lie in 
                               the quadrant  I or II 
 •—• Number of pulsations whose azimuthes lie in the  quadrant II 
 +—I- Number of pulsations whose azimuthes lie in the  quadrant I 
 o—  o Total number of pulsations 
                               As shown in Fig. 9, we decided ten sections 
                           of the quadorant, and we read the number of the
                            pulsations whose azimuthes belong to these sections.
                               Local time dependence of the azimuth is shown 
                           in Fig. 10. 
                              When phase difference exists as in 30% cases 
                           of the whole, the disturbing vector describes a 
  E rotational figure. Before midnight, 66% cases show 
           Fig. 9. clockwise rotation, whereas after midnight in 67% 
   Ten sections of the quadrant cases the rotational sense are counterclockwise 
 (Fig.  11). 
    We studied the frequency of occurrence and that of occurrence of the period 
of the rapid pulsations which were obtained by induction magnetometer at Onagawa 
magnetic observatory. These rapid pulsations occurred at the same times when 
reported as the occurrence times of p.s.c.'s by the magnetic observatories  in the 
world. 
    These rapid pulsations occur most frequently at 22h  L.M.T. and the period of 
these pulsations is observed most frequently between 32  sec.,65 sec.
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                     number of pulsations of counter clockwise sense 
 +—+ number of pulsations of clockwise sense 
 0-0 total number of pulsation of rotational character 
   In  conclusion we want to express our hearty thanks to the  Ministry of Education 
from its financial support. 
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